Bioconjugates of the model red fluorescent protein mCherry and synthetic polymer blocks with different hydrogen bonding functionalities show that the chemistry of the polymer block has a large effect on both ordering transitions and the type of nanostructures formed during bioconjugate self-assembly. The phase behaviour of mCherry-b-poly(hydroxypropyl acrylate) (PHPA) and mCherry-b-poly(oligoethylene glycol acrylate) (POEGA) in concentrated aqueous solution shows that changes in polymer chemistry result in increase in the order-disorder transition concentrations (C ODT s) approximately 10~15 wt.% compared to a previously studied globular protein-polymer block copolymer, mCherry-b-poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM). The C ODT s are always minimized for symmetric bioconjugates, consistent with the importance of protein-polymer interactions in self-assembly. Both mCherry-b-PHPA and mCherry-b-POEGA also form phases that have not previously been observed in other globular protein-polymer conjugates: mCherry-b-PHPA forms a cubic phase that can be indexed to Ia3 ഥ d and mCherry-b-POEGA displays coexistence of lamellae and a cubic Ia3 ഥ d structure over a narrow range of concentration and temperature. Several common behaviours are also revealed by comparison of different polymer blocks. With increasing concentration and temperature, ordered phases always appear in the order lamellar, cubic/PL, and hexagonal, although not all phases are observed in all materials. High concentration solutions (near 80 wt.%) also undergo a re-entrant order-disorder transition to form nematic liquid crystalline phases, regardless of the polymer block chemistry. a Density of PHPA 1.16, 1 POEGA 1.05, 9 and mCherryS131C 1.35g/cm 3 17 were used to calculate volume fraction of polymers in bioconjugates. b The composition shown is the molar ratio of MEA to MEEA monomer in POEGA. c The cloud point was measured for homopolymers in water.
Introduction
There is great interest in incorporating a variety of proteins into bio-based materials to capture their high catalytic activity or specific molecular recognition ability. Potential applications include biocatalysts, 2, 3 biosensors, [4] [5] [6] and bioelectronic devices using electrocatalytic or photoelectric materials. 7, 8 These protein-based biomaterials can benefit from control over the nanoscale arrangement of the proteins because it promotes proper orientation of proteins, facile transport of materials (substrates, products, or charges), and improved stability and longevity of folded protein structures. 10, 11 Both top-down approaches that combine lithographic techniques with protein immobilization chemistry and bottom-up approaches including block copolymer templating methods [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] have been demonstrated to pattern proteins on the nanometer length scale in 2-D and 3-D. While lithographic techniques are capable of achieving very precise spatial control, patterning is limited to two dimensions, and the resultant protein density per unit area is relatively low. Methods using diblock copolymers or lipids to template proteins can achieve relatively high protein density, but the majority of the material is typically template polymer, reducing the total functional density of protein.
The direct self-assembly of bioconjugates where a protein and a water-soluble polymer block are conjugated to form a block copolymer is a promising method that can potentially meet the design criteria for materials incorporating globular proteins and enzymes. [18] [19] [20] It can achieve high threedimensional density, connectivity of domains, and control over nanoscale morphology and protein orientation. 18 In addition, the need for the use of harsh organic solvents is eliminated. Despite many advances in protein-polymer bioconjugate chemistry, [21] [22] [23] the majority of studies of globular proteinpolymer conjugates have focused on dilute solution selfassembly behaviour. Proteins conjugated to thermoresponsive polymers form spherical aggregates 24, 25, 26 including micelles and vesicles for applications in drug delivery. More complex architectures including toroids and figure eight structures have been reported from triblock conjugates composed of a globular protein and a diblock copolymer. 27 Introduction of a globular protein as one block in a diblock copolymer results in significant changes in the phase behaviour of the materials due to the effects of the globular protein shape and surface interactions (hydrophobic, ionic, and hydrogen bonding interactions). 28 Using a model protein-polymer conjugate block copolymer, mCherry-b-poly(Nisopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM), it was observed that lamellar phases are favoured for coil fractions greater than 0.5 while hexagonal phases are favoured at lower coil fractions. A small region of hexagonally perforated lamellae was also observed near a coil fraction of 0.5. The order-disorder transition concentration (C ODT ) for mCherry-b-PNIPAM reaches a minimum for near-symmetric polymer volume fractions, suggesting that repulsive protein-polymer interactions contribute to the self-assembly of globular protein-polymers. Unexpectedly, re-entrant order-disorder transition (ODT) behaviour is observed such that the bioconjugate becomes disordered at very high solution concentrations. This phase behaviour is significantly different than traditional coil-coil block copolymers. [29] [30] [31] Herein, the role of polymer chemistry and protein-polymer interactions on the self-assembly of mCherry-polymer bioconjugates is explored. Because hydrogen bonding is one of the key interactions between proteins and polymers, it is hypothesized that changing hydrogen bonding may enable differences in self-assembly to be observed due to changes in protein-polymer interactions. Therefore, conjugate block copolymers are prepared from poly(hydroxypropyl acrylate) (PHPA) and poly(oligoethylene glycol acrylate) (POEGA), polymers specifically chosen to have lower critical solution temperature (LCST) behaviour similar to PNIPAM but different hydrogen bonding patterns. PHPA is a hydrogen bond donor and acceptor based on hydroxyl and ester groups instead of amide groups, and POEGA is a hydrogen bond acceptor only. PHPA and POEGA have lower critical solution temperatures (LCSTs) which enable control of solventmediated polymer interactions using temperature. It is shown that these changes in polymer chemistry have a large effect on the protein-polymer conjugate phase behaviour, yielding an important path for structure control in bioconjugate materials and insights into the fundamental physics governing their selfassembly.
Experimental details
Materials 2-hydroxypropyl acrylate (95%, mixture of isomers) and 2methoxyethyl acrylate (98%) (MEA) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Inhibitors were removed by passing the liquid monomers through a basic alumina column. Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) was recrystallized from methanol prior to use. 2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethyl acrylate (MEEA) monomer was synthesized according to a previously reported method. 32 Details of this synthesis are provided in the supporting information. All other reagents and solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification.
Synthesis and characterization of mCherry-PHPA and mCherry POEGA bioconjugates
RAFT polymerization of PHPA and POEGA The chemical structures of polymers used in this study and their polymerization reactions are illustrated in Scheme 1. Synthesis of the chain transfer agent (CTA) with a protected maleimide group and reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization were conducted similarly to previous work. 33 Reversible additionfragmentation chain-transfer (RAFT) polymerization of PHPA was carried out in acetonitrile at a 750: 1: 0.5 molar ratio of monomer/CTA/AIBN for polymers with M n of 17.7 and 27.2 kg/mol, and at a ratio of 1600: 1: 1.45 for M n of 57.0 kg/mol. All reactions were started with 40g monomer at 2M monomer concentration. Reaction mixtures were degassed by three freezepump-thaw cycles, initiated by heating to 55°C, and stopped before reaching a conversion of 30% to minimize incorporation of the protected maleimide endgroup into the growing polymer chains. RAFT polymerization of POEGA was carried out in dioxane with all other conditions the same as PHPA polymerization. Feed ratios of MEA/MEEA/CTA/initiator were 270: 270: 1: 0.5 for polymers with M n of 18.4 and 26.1 kg/mol and 627: 660: 1: 0.5 for M n of 57.6 kg/mol. PHPA and POEGA were each precipitated three times after polymerization, in a 1:1 mixture of hexanes/ethyl acetate and pure hexanes, respectively. The maleimide-protecting group was removed by a retro Diels-Alder reaction by heating the polymers to 120 °C for 2 hours under vacuum. To eliminate all detectable coupling between maleimide groups during deprotection, approximately 10 wt.% of butylated hydroxytoluene and hydroxyquinone were each added to the polymers prior to deprotection. Added inhibitors were removed by repeating the same precipitation steps three times followed by a thermal precipitation in water. The molar masses and polydispersity indexes (PDI) of the synthesized polymers were analysed by gel permeation chromatography before and after deprotection, showing no observable change. An Agilent Technologies 1260 Infinity system using two ResiPore, 7.5 x 300 mm (Agilent Technologies) columns in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) with 0.02M lithium bromide (LiBr) as the mobile phase was used for chromatography, and signals were collected from a Wyatt DAWN HELEOS II multi-angle light scattering detector and a Wyatt Optilab T-rEX refractometer. Dn/dc values of PHPA and POEGA were measured using a built-in method; experimentally determined values of 0.053 and 0.042 mL/g ( Figure S2 ) were used to obtain absolute molar masses. The reported molar masses and PDI values in Table 1 were measured after the deprotection step. H 1 -NMR was recorded on a Bruker 400 MHz spectrometer in CDCl 3 to determine the monomer composition of POEGA. Composition was calculated based on the ratio of acrylate methylene (δ4.23, -COO-CH 2 -) and oxymethylene groups (δ3.55~3.69, -COO-CH 2 CH 2 O-and -OCH 2 CH 2 O-) ( Figure S5 ). The calculated monomer composition (Table 1 ) matched well with the approximately equimolar feed ratio, with a slightly higher incorporation of MEA monomer observed. The cloud points of the polymers were determined by measuring the transmittance of 1 wt.% polymer solutions in water using UV-vis spectrometry with a temperature ramp from 5°C to 20°C and from 10°C to 30°C for PHPA and POEGA, respectively, at 0.2°C per minute. The temperature at which a 50% drop in transmittance was observed was recorded as the cloud point according to reported methods in the literature. 34 The cloud point of PHPA measured is lower than reported values, 34, 35 which can be attributed to the presence of the hydrophobic maleimide end group.
Protein expression and bioconjugation mCherryS131C protein expression, purification, and thiol-maleimide coupling reactions were carried as previously described. 20 Briefly, a 6-fold molar excess of either polymer was mixed with mCherryS131C in 20 mM Tris buffer at pH 8.0 after pre-incubation of the protein with 10-fold molar excess of 3,3 ′ ,3 ′ ′ -phosphanetriyltripropanoic acid hydrochloride (TCEP·HCl) for 1 hour to reduce disulfide bonds. Reactions were carried out for 2 days at 4 °C, followed by precipitation in 1M ammonium sulphate at pH 8.0 three times to remove unreacted protein. The resuspended mixture was purified by nickel affinity chromatography to remove unreacted polymers and dialyzed into MilliQ water. Native gels showed the purity of final products was greater than 98 mol% ( Figure S6 ). Circular dichroism (CD) analysis and UV-vis spectroscopy demonstrate that the secondary structure and activity of the protein are preserved after bioconjugation ( Figure S8 a-d). The molar masses and PDIs of the polymers, molar masses of the bioconjugates, and polymer volume fractions are summarized in Table 1 for all six conjugate materials.
Sample processing Purified bioconjugate solutions were concentrated to approximately 100 mg/mL using centrifugal filters with a molecular weight cut-off of 10 kDa. The solutions were cast in 20 µL aliquots on Teflon sheets and dried under dynamic vacuum with a ramp rate of 50 Torr per hour until a final pressure of 10 Torr, followed by holding at this pressure overnight. The collected pellets were re-dissolved in water to prepare the desired concentrations of bioconjugate solutions. CD analysis and UV-vis measurements demonstrate that the protein secondary structure and greater than 70-90% of the activity are preserved after drying to induce self-assembly and subsequent rehydration ( Figure S8 a,c, and e).
Characterization Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), depolarized light scattering (DPLS), and turbidimetry were carried out as previously described. 20 SAXS measurements were performed at NSLS beamline X27C at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The samples were studied at temperatures from 5°C to 35°C in 5°C increments with a 10 minute equilibration time at each temperature. Concentration was varied between 20 and 80 wt.% in 10 wt.% increments, with selected additional measurements for more precise determination of order-disorder transition concentrations. Smallangle neutron scattering (SANS) of mChPH27 and mChPOE26 at 30 wt.% concentration was used to analyse the hydration levels of the mCherry and polymer domains at 10 °C using contrast variation as reported previously for mCherry-b-PNIPAM. 20 Contrast variation of mChPH27 was performed in D 2 O%/H 2 O% solvent compositions of 10/90, 20/80, 30/70, 50/50, and 70/30, and for mChPOE26, the same solvent compositions were used excluding 10/90 D 2 O%/H 2 O%. Samples were loaded into a 1 mm thick washer and sealed between two quartz discs. Data acquisition was performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory at the EQ-SANS Diffractometer. Samples were equilibrated at 10 °C for 20 minutes prior to data collection. SANS data were collected and corrected for empty cell and dark field scattering. Reversibility of heating and cooling curves of DPLS and turbidimetry were confirmed for every sample. Polarized optical microscopy (POM) with an Axioskop2 MAT (Zeiss) was used to image 80 wt.% samples.
Results and discussion
In comparison to previously reported mCherry-b-PNIPAM bioconjugates, mCherry-b-PHPA and mCherry-b-POEGA diblock copolymers show phase transitions at significantly different concentrations and temperatures as well as the appearance of previously unobserved nanostructures. Phase diagrams are constructed for both polymers at three different polymer volume fractions ( Figure 1 ) by using a complementary set of characterization techniques including SAXS (Figure 4 and Figure S7 ), DPLS, and turbidimetry ( Table 2) .
Regardless of the polymer coil fraction or polymer chemistry, phase diagrams have several common features. At low temperatures below the thermoresponsive transition temperature of the bioconjugates, water is a nonselective solvent for both the protein and polymer. In this regime, low concentration solutions of mCherry-b-PHPA and mCherry-b-POEGA form disordered phases.
Both bioconjugates microphase separate with increasing concentration, exhibiting ordered regions in the general range of 40 to 70 wt.%. They form hexagonally packed cylinders or lamellae depending upon coil fraction and type of polymer, and lyotropic order-order transitions between the two phases can be observed within this concentration window. At very high concentrations, both bioconjugates display a re-entrant order-disorder transition (ODT) behaviour, transitioning gradually from an ordered phase to a disordered nematic phase at 80 wt.%.
Above the thermoresponsive temperature where water is a selective solvent for mCherry, low concentration solutions form a disordered micellar phase (DM) due to the thermoresponsive behaviour of the polymers. A region of macrophase separation often accompanies this thermoresponsive transition, indicating coexistence between a high conjugate concentration and low conjugate concentration phase. It is likely that the phases formed show kinetic effects on structure formation due to the high thermodynamic barrier for polymer diffusion across waterrich nanodomains above the thermoresponsive transition temperature, as previously observed. 19 At concentrations between 40 and 70 wt.%, most bioconjugates maintain their nanostructures with increasing temperature but display a decrease in degree of ordering, evidenced by broader SAXS peaks and decreased birefringence. Symmetric bioconjugates show multiple thermotropic order-order transitions within this microphase separated region and display the most complex phase behaviours. High concentration phase behaviour is strongly affected by solvent selectivity towards the polymer at high temperature. Heating reduces the degree of hydration of the polymer coil, leading to an effective reduction in polymer coil fraction.
Lyotropic order-disorder transitions in a nonselective solvent
Although the overall shapes of the phase diagrams are similar for all polymers, the lyotropic order-disorder transition of the bioconjugates is strongly affected by the type of polymer and the polymer coil fraction. The C ODT is defined as the lowest concentration at which ordering is observed at temperatures below the block copolymer thermoresponsive temperature, where both blocks are well hydrated. Representative SAXS curves between 30 and 60 wt.% at 5°C show lyotropic disorder to order transitions with increasing concentration (Figure 4 ). mChPH18 starts to form hexagonally packed cylinders at 50 wt.% (Figure 4a ), while mChPH27 and mChPH57 form lamellar phases at 40 wt.% (Figure 4b, 4c ). mChPOE18 forms a poorly ordered lamellar phase at 50 wt.% (Figure 4d ), while mChPOE26 forms a lamellar phase at 43 wt.% (Figure 4e , curve not shown), and mChPOE57 also forms lamellae at 50 wt.% (Figure 4f) .
A plot of C ODT for the three different polymer block types (mCherry conjugated to PNIPAM, PHPA, and POEGA) ( Figure 2 ) shows a trend in C ODT as a function of polymer block chemistry. The C ODT of mCherry-b-PNIPAM is 5-10 wt.% lower than that of mCherry-b-PHPA, and the C ODT of mCherryb-PHPA is 5-10 wt.% lower than that of mCherry-b-POEGA at all three coil fractions studied. This suggests that changing polymer block chemistry, which changes protein-polymer interactions, has a large effect on this transition. The results support the conclusion that PNIPAM is the most repulsive to the protein while POEGA is the least repulsive. The trend in C ODT does not follow the trend in thermoresponsive transition temperature (T t ) for the three polymers. Despite PNIPAM having the highest T t of the three polymers, mCherry-b-PNIPAM is observed to have the lowest C ODT , while mCherryb-POEGA, which has the intermediate T t value, has the highest C ODT . It is observed that mCherry conjugates with polymers capable of both accepting and donating hydrogen bonds, PNIPAM and PHPA, have the lowest C ODT s, although a more quantitative understanding of the interactions in this system is required to draw firm conclusions regarding the origin of this effect.
The C ODT is minimized at near-symmetric coil fraction for which protein-polymer interactions are maximized ( Figure 2 ). While mCherry-b-POEGA and mCherry-b-PNIPAM show clear minima as a function of coil fraction, the minimum for mCherry-b-PHPA likely lies around 0.6, as C ODT of the conjugates with coil fractions of 0.50 and 0.67 are the same to within the resolution of our measurement. In all cases, the small number of coil fractions sampled does not allow precise resolution of the coil fraction at which C ODT is minimized. This non-monotonic trend in C ODT with coil fraction further supports the hypothesis that solvent-mediated repulsive interactions between protein and polymer blocks are responsible for microphase separation near order-disorder transition concentrations. 20
Re-Entrant Order-Disorder Transition
Surprisingly, both mCherry-b-PHPA and mCherry-b-POEGA become disordered upon increasing concentration for all coil fractions studied, but in all cases remain in an anisotropic phase, as evidenced by strong optical birefringence. At concentrations between 60 and 80 wt.%, the primary SAXS peaks of both mCherryb-PHPA and mCherry-b-POEGA bioconjugates significantly broaden as concentration increases (Figure 3a and 3d ). This loss of ordering is consistent with our recent observation of re-entrant transitions in mCherry-b-PNIPAM. 28 However, birefringence of mCherry-b-PHPA and mCherry-b-POEGA is maintained or becomes stronger as the concentration nears 80 wt.% (Figure 3b and 3e), which, in combination with the disordered SAXS pattern, is characteristic of a nematic liquid crystalline phase. Polarized optical microscopy images shown in Figure 3c and 3f show birefringence of 80 wt.% solution samples of mChPH18 and mChPOE18. Because these materials are prepared by adding solvent to a solid-state material that is kinetically trapped in a more ordered state ( Figure  S9 ), the loss of microphase separation and formation of a nematic phase appears to be an equilibrium effect.
The observed disordering at high concentration is unexpected in block copolymers, where the dilution approximation 36 predicts that repulsion between two blocks increases as concentration increases in a nonselective solvent. Re-entrant ODT behaviour has been previously observed in polystyrene-b-polyisoprene (PS-PI) diblock copolymers in decane which is a selective solvent for polyisoprene. 37 A loss of micellar nanostructure and transition to a disordered phase as solutions become highly concentrated is hypothesized to result from a loss of repulsive pair interaction potential between micelles. A triblock copolymer of poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(propylene oxide)-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PPO-PEO-PPO) in water, selective for PEO, does not order in bulk melt state while it microphase separates in the presence of the selective solvent. 38, 39 The observation of re-entrant order-disorder transitions in mCherry-polymer system in water which is only slightly selective for polymer as shown in the later section suggests that interactions between protein and polymer become net attractive with increasing concentration. The fact that microphase separated order is lost with increasing concentration regardless of the polymer chemistry suggests that this may be a universal property of mCherry-polymer conjugate materials.
The presence of optical anisotropy in the absence of microphase separation suggests that at high concentration the mCherry-b-PHPA and mCherry-b-POEGA conjugates form nematic phases. Such phases are commonly observed in rodcoil, main-chain, and side-chain liquid crystalline block copolymers, 40 including such polymers where the liquid crystalline motif is composed of a simple polypeptide secondary structure (e.g., α-helix). 41 Formation of a nematic phase by biological molecules was recognized as early as 1936 for rod-shaped tobacco mosaic viruses. 42 Many other rodshaped biological molecules, including Pf1 bacteriophage 43 and amyloid protein fibers, 44, 45 were also shown to form nematic phases. Phase transitions to a nematic phase above a critical concentration are entropically driven due to excluded volume effects. 46 However, globular proteins themselves rarely exhibit liquid crystalline phases. 47, 48 It is surprising that mCherry conjugates form liquid crystalline phases given the protein's low aspect ratio. From its crystal structure (PDB 2H5Q), . For mChPH18, a birefringent hexagonally packed cylindrical phase (Hex) at 50 wt% gradually loses ordering as concentration increases to 80 wt% by SAXS, while birefringence begins increasing at 70 wt%. The nonbirefringent lamellar phase of mChPOE18 between 50 and 70 wt% becomes gradually disordered as concentration increases to 80 wt% while becoming birefringent. Polarized light microscopy images are shown for 80 wt% samples. mCherry has a β-barrel structure with dimensions of approximately 4.2 nm in height and 2.5 nm in diameter, giving an aspect ratio of 1.7, well below the de Gennes criteria of 4. 49 Although mCherry-polymer conjugates have previously been shown to be aspherical in dilute solution, 19 the highly overlapped nature of polymer chains in concentrated solution is known to result in significantly different chain configurations that prevent comparison between chain configurations in dilute solution and in the nematic phase. It is possible that anisotropic electrostatic interactions between proteins 50 in addition to excluded volume effects contribute to the formation of anisotropic phases. In addition, conjugation to the polymer can result in a more anisotropic macromolecular structure resembling classical small molecule mesogens such as 5CB that are capable of forming nematic phases.
Birefringence is strongest at φ = 0.4 for both mCherry-b-PHPA and mCherry-b-POEGA, where the volume fraction of protein is largest. This supports the notion that formation of the nematic phase is governed by interactions between mCherry blocks. mChPOE18 has especially high birefringence compared to mChPOE26 and mChPOE57 as well as other bioconjugates. The fact that mChPOE18 has the strongest optical anisotropy correlates with its relatively small region of microphase separated structures. When protein and polymer blocks are most miscible, the mCherry liquid crystalline interactions can have the largest effect on phase behaviours.
Low concentration in selective solvents
At high temperature where water is a selective solvent for mCherry, the primary SAXS peak of low concentration solutions of all bioconjugates shifts to a lower q value compared to that at low temperature. The shifting primary peak at high temperature is correlated with the formation of larger structures, presumably micelles formed due to the thermoresponsive desolvation of the polymer blocks. The micellar transition occurs at consistently higher temperatures in mCherry-b-POEGA than in mCherry-b-PHPA, which is consistent with the observed higher cloud points of POEGA homopolymers. However, for both types of conjugate, the transition from disordered to micellar phases occurs at a significantly higher temperature than the homopolymer cloud point temperature, indicating the enhanced solubility imparted by the large protein block and the effect of increased concentration.
The stability of a homogeneous micellar phase leading to macrophase separation depends on the polymer block type and coil fraction (transition temperatures are listed in Table 2 ). mCherry-b-PHPA and mCherry-b-POEGA both show a narrower concentration and temperature range of macrophase separation than mCherry-b-PNIPAM conjugates, despite PHPA and POEGA homopolymers having lower cloud point temperatures than PNIPAM. mChPH18 and mChPH27 form macroscopically homogeneous phases throughout all concentrations and temperatures measured, and a macrophase separated region is only observed in mChPH57. While equilibrium thermodynamics suggests that the two phases should have compositions equal to those on the boundaries of the two phase region, the structure observed by SAXS does not show signs of lamellar ordering, suggesting that the material may be kinetically trapped in a disordered micellar phase as previously observed for other conjugates. 19 The mCherry-b-POEGA bioconjugate solutions show two types of macrophase separation behaviour. At low concentration, two phases of water-rich and micelle-rich solutions are formed, as shown in mChPOE18 and mChPOE57 (Figure 1d and 1f) . At intermediate concentration, macrophase separated regions flanked by a homogeneous micellar phase in mChPOE26 or a hexagonally packed cylindrical phase in mChPOE57 suggest that a true equilibrium state is a coexistence of two phases between the neighbouring homogeneous phases. mCherry-b-PNIPAM solutions show much larger regions of macrophase separation, which is correlated with the low stability of mCherry-b-PNIPAM micelles in dilute solution compared to mCherry-b-PHPA and mCherry-b-POEGA micelles. 20 Macrophase separation temperatures (T t ) summarized in Table 2 are lowest in mCherry-b-PHPA and highest in mCherry-b-PNIPAM, 20 which is also consistent with the trend in cloud points of homopolymers. The macrophase separation temperature increases with increasing concentration, similar to the trend observed in mCherry-b-PNIPAM. However, unlike mCherry-b-PNIPAM, thermal transitions are undetectable by differential scanning calorimetry.
Structure of the microphase separated region
For all coil fractions, ordered phases are observed from apprximately 40 to 70 wt.%, although the type of nanostructure and quality of order are affected by coil fraction, temperature, and concentration. Representative SAXS curves at low and high temperature are shown in Figure 4 and Figure S7 , respectively. Complementary DPLS results are summarized in Table 2 .
At a coil fraction of 0.4, mCherry-b-PHPA forms wellordered hexagonally packed cylinders, whereas mCherry-b-POEGA shows only weakly ordered lamellar regions (Figure 1a,  1d) . At low temperature where both blocks are well solvated, mChPH18 starts to order at 50 wt.% into a hexagonal phase, which is indicated by a sharp primary peak with clear higher order reflections at √3q* and √4q* (Figure 4a ) and strong birefringence. At high temperature, broadening of the SAXS peaks is observed and birefringence is lost, suggesting a partial loss of order in the hexagonal phase. In contrast, mChPOE18 has very weak ordering throughout all the concentrations and temperatures explored, demonstrating only a a weak secondary reflection by SAXS at 2q* that can be assigned to a lamellar phase. No birefringence is observed for mChPOE18 samples except for a nematic phase at 80 wt.%, consistent with poor ordering observed by SAXS. Above the thermoresponsive transition temperature between 20 and 25°C in the concentration range of 50-60 wt.%, mChPOE18 solutions form weakly ordered hexagonal phases at 50 and 60 wt.% ( Figure  S7d) .
The solution phase behavior of bioconjugates with symmetric coil fractions shows the most complex lyotropic and thermotropic order-order transitions, as well as phases that are not observed in previously studied materials (Figure 4b, 4e) . At low temperatures, mChPH27 and mChPOE26 first form nonbirefringent lamellar phases upon ordering, with birefringence appearing upon increasing order with increasing concentration. 51, 52 Birefringent lamellae exist in a narrow concentration range up to 50 wt.%, above which the solution forms a hexagonally packed cylindrical phase with three or four reflections at q*, √3q*, √4q*, and √7q* observed in SAXS. While for mChPH27 this phase is nonbirefringent at low temperatures, in mChPOE26 there is sufficient order to produce a birefringent cylinder phase. Above the thermoresponsive transition temperature, both conjugates form cylinder phases across the entire ordered region, with no birefringence observed at lower concentrations. This thermotropic order-order transition results from an effectively reduced polymer volume fraction in the bioconjugate above the thermoresponsive temperature. In the case of mChPH27, this phase becomes birefringent over a narrow concentration range then loses birefringence as concentration is further increased, suggesting maximal order at an intermediate concentration. However, in mChPOE26, birefringence appears at 60 wt.% and continues to the end of the ordered region.
In a narrow region between 15 and 20°C and 43 and 50 wt.%, mChPH27 forms an intermediate phase with cubic symmetry (Cub) between a lamellar phase at low temperature and a hexagonally packed cyindrical phase at high temperature.
Bragg reflections corresponding to √6, √8, √14, √16, √20, √21, √24, and √26q* are indexed (Figure 5a, top curve) , corresponding to the first 8 allowed reflections for an Ia 3 ഥ d phase. 53, 54 A plot of reciprocal d spacings versus m = (h 2 + k 2 + l 2 ) 1/2 (where h,k, and l are the Miller indices) (Figure 5b ) shows good agreement between the observed reflections and a crystallographic structure with Ia3 ഥ d symmetry. SAXS analysis alone is generally not sufficient for phase assignment, however, considering the fact that Ia3 ഥ d corresponds to the bicontinuous cubic phase in many different types of block copolymers 53, 55, 56 and that this phase is located between the hexagonally packed cylindrical phase and lamellar phase, it is likely that this is the first observed gyroid phase made of globular protein-polymer block copolymer. mChPOE26 displays similar structure at 20˚C over the range 47-50 wt.% (Figure 5a ). The two most prominent reflections at 0.275 and 0.5497 nm -1 have a ratio 1:2 and are compatible with lamllar structure, while the rest of the peaks have a peak position ratio of √8: √14: √16: √20: √21: √24. A plot of 1/d hkl vs. m shows the second set of peaks matches well with Ia 3 ഥ d symmetry as for mChPH27 (Figure 5b) . The observed reflections suggest the material exhibits coexistance of lamellar and cubic structures. Coexisting lamellar and cubic phases have been observed in other literature, 57, 58 and such coexistence is allowed by the phase rule since the copolymer/water mixture is a two component system. Reflections corresponding to √6 and √26 (211 and 431), which are observed in mChPH27 but not in mChPOE26, are expected to present at 0.2615 and 0.5443 nm -1 . However, these peaks are not observed, likely due to an overlap in these regions with the more pronounced peaks from the lamellar phase. The lattice parameter obtained from the plot is 58.3 nm which is very close to the value obtained for mChPH27 (58.4 nm) .
At the largest coil fraction of φ polymer = 0.7, a lamellar morphology is observed for both conjugates across most of the ordered region (Figure 1c, 1f ). Phase diagrams of mChPH57 and mChPOE57 are qualitatively similar with slight differences in the C ODT and the location of the perforated lamellar (PL) phase. mChPH57 and mChPOE57 initially order into nonbirefringent lamellae upon increasing concentration, and the C ODT of mChPH57 is observed to be 10 wt.% lower than that of mChPOE57. The nonbirefringent lamellar phase becomes birefringent as concentration increases, and the lamellar odering dominates the phase behaviour up to 60 wt.%. Although lamellae are formed independent of temperature in this region, ordering decreases slighty with increasing temperature, as evidenced by smaller peak intensities in SAXS, the disappearance of third order reflections, and the gradual loss of birefringence on heating. Both display a perforated lamellar phase at 70 wt.% suggested by an asymmetric primary peak and additional reflections between q* and 2q* ( Figure S10 ) as previous observed in mCherry-b-PNIPAM. 18, 20 mChPH57 forms a perforated lamellar phase (PL) at all temperatures at 70 wt.%, while mChPOE57 maintains the lamellar ordering for most temperatures at 70 wt.% with appearance of the perforated lamellar phase at 35°C.
Common phase behaviours between different proteinpolymer conjugates are revealed by the comparison of mCherry-b-PHPA, mCherry-b-POEGA, and previously reported mCherry-b-PNIPAM. Conjugates with the smallest coil fractions exhibit large regions of weakly ordered lamellar or hexagonally packed structures.
Conjugates with near symmetric coil fractions display the richest phase behaviours, undergoing a lyotropic ODT from a disordered phase to a lamellar morphology and lyotropic and thermotropic OOTs to form hexagonally packed cylinders. At large polymer volume fractions, the phase behaviours of the conjugates are represented by large regions of lamellar ordering. A re-entrant order-disorder transition to form a nematic phase in highly concentrated solutions is also observed.
Comparison of ordered nanostructures between mCherry-b-PHPA and mCherry-b-POEGA conjugates and previously studied PNIPAM conjugates shows that changing the chemistry of the polymer block results in both changes in the location of the phase transition lines and the appearance of a cubic phase not observed in previous studies. Concentrated solutions of symmetric mCherry-b-PNIPAM bioconjugates tend to form perforated lamellar phases (PL) in a very narrow range between lamellae and hexagonally packed cylinders instead of the cubic phases observed in mCherry-b-PHPA and mCherry-b-POEGA. In traditional coil-coil block copolymer systems, nonequilibrium perforated lamellar phases or equiilibrium gyroid phases occur within a narrow range of volume fractions between lamellae and cylinders. 59, 60 It is possible that perforated lamellae are at least kinetically preferred in mCherry-b-PNIPAM 20, 28 because of its higher segregation strength and greater packing frustration, consistent with hypothesized stronger repulsive interactions between mCherry and PNIPAM than between mCherry and the other polymers considered.
Irrespective of the specific polymer block chemistry, the order of apperance of the nanostructured morphologies is similar for all block copolymers: lamellar, perforated lamellar or cubic, and hexagonal phases appear in that order with increasing temperature and concentration, although not all phases are observed in each material. These thermotropic and lyotropic order-order transitions can be understood based upon water partitioning. Hydration of the protein and polymer domains is observed to be similar for the different polymer blocks PNIPAM, PHPA, and POEGA, measured by SANS contrast variation ( Figure S11 ). SANS contrast variation was performed using a number of D 2 O%/H 2 O% solvent compositions from 10/90 to 70/30, but due to macrophase separation observed in solvent compositions comprising a majority percentage of D 2 O, data analysis was limited to the results obtained in solvent compositions in which the H 2 O/D 2 O volume percent ratio was at least 1. Using calculated scattering length densities for each molecular component (Table S1) , the scattering contrast between protein and polymer domains was was calculated as a function of water partitioning in the block copolymer using a two-parameter model as reported previously for mCherry-b-PNIPAM. 20 From SANS contrast variation, fitting results ( Figure 6) show that approximately 59% of the water is located within both the PHPA and POEGA domains for mChPH27 and mChPOE26, respectively, similar to previous calculations of approximately 64% of the water hydrating the PNIPAM domains for mCherry-b-PNIPAM27k. Calculations show that the ratio of the water volume fraction in the polymer domain to that in the protein domain (φ water,polymer /φ water,protein ) is 0.75/0.67 for mCherry-b-PNIPAM, 0.75/0.70 for mCherry-b-PHPA, and 0.72/0.68 for mCherry-b-POEGA.
Due to the slightly preferential hydration of the polymer block, as concentration increases, the volume fraction of the polymer domain decreases faster than that of the protein domains. This leads to an order-order transition to a morphology in which the polymer volume fraction is effectively smaller. Because increasing temperature also results in desolvation of the polymer block, increasing temperature and concentration trigger similar phase transitions.
Minimal differences in hydration between mCherry and all three different polymer domains at low temperature suggest that the differences in protein-polymer interactions have a greater effect on the observed trend in C ODT than differences in selective hydration.
While not quantitative, the application of polymer solution theory concepts to this system further suggests that a major impact of changing polymer is to tune the protein-polymer interaction. Changing monomers used in the synthetic polymer block is not expected to create a large change in entropy of mixing because coarse-grained theories of polymer solutions (i.e. Flory Huggins theory 61 and Leibler's RPA theory 62 of block copolymers) show that the dominant entropy of mixing contribution is a function of only the relative volume fraction (degree of polymerization) of the two blocks. Because polymer volume fractions in bioconjugates are carefully controlled and the protein block has the same colloidal size and shape in each conjugate, little change in mixing entropy is expected. Each of the polymers also has a similar degree of polymerization and is studied in the vicinity of its thermoresponsive transition temperature, where the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter between polymer and solvent is expected to cross from less than 0.5 to greater than 0.5 upon increasing temperature. Therefore, although POEGA and PHPA are expected to have a somewhat higher χ parameter as a function of temperature than PNIPAM due to their lower transition temperatures, the investigation of all polymers at temperatures in the vicinity of the responsive transition temperature suggests that solventmediated polymer-polymer interactions are not a large difference between systems. This is consistent with the similar hydration observed by SANS. The asymmetric nature of phase space as a function of polymer volume fractions is observed for all three polymers. Based on 50~60 wt.% solution nanostructures where the best ordering is observed, conjugates with a polymer fraction less than approximately 0.5 tend to form hexagonally packed cylinders, while conjugates with polymer volume fractions greater than 0.5 tend to form lamellae. Cylinders are not observed on the high coil fraction side of the phase diagram, and the body-centered cubic spherical phase (BCC) is not observed in all three polymers studied. This is further supported by a detailed study on phase behaviour as a function of concentration and coil fraction for mCherry-b-PNIPAM where no BCC phase or cylinders with protein core were observed. 28 The asymmetry as well as no occurrence of a spherical phase can be attributed to the geometric molecular asymmetry in the protein-polymer diblock copolymers arising from the presence of the globular and rigidly folded mCherry. The observation that the lamellar phase is thermodynamically favored when polymer volume fracion is much higher than 0.5 is consistent with previous observations of assymmetrically shaped block copolymers. [63] [64] [65] [66] 
Conclusions
The self-assembly of globular protein-polymer conjugates comprising the red fluorescent protein mCherry and the thermoresponsive polymers PHPA and POEGA shows that changing polymer-protein interactions by changing polymer block chemistry has a large impact on the type of selfassembled phases formed, the location of phase transitions, and the presence of macrophase separation at high temperatures.
Changing polymer chemistry and the resultant proteininteractions affect the order-disorder transition concentration: mCherry-b-PNIPAM is observed to have the lowest C ODT , while mCherry-b-POEGA conjugates have the highest C ODT . The occurance of the C ODT at symmetric compositions suggests that this behavior is driven by changes in the strength of effective repulsive interactions between protein and polymer. A new phase with Ia3 ഥ d symmetry is observed in mCherry-b-PHPA and mCherry-b-POEGA, instead of the perforated lamellar (PL) phase formed by mCherry-b-PNIPAM nearsymmetric conjugates. Macrophase separation occurs more readily in mCherry-b-PNIPAM than either mCherry-b-PHPA or mCherry-b-POEGA, suggesting that the different polymer chemistries and their respective thermoresponsive behaviours affect the stability of a two-phase region at high temperatures.
General features common to the self-assembly of all three conjugates are also revealed. All three bioconjugates have a microphase separation region between approximately 40 and 70 wt.% with lamellar or cylindrical phases, which are commonly observed in traditional coil-coil diblock copolymers, and bioconjugate solutions with higher concentration display a reentrant ODT behavior. Weakly ordered nematic phases formed by mCherry-b-PHPA and mCherry-b-POEGA suggest that liquid crystalline ordering at high concentration arises from the presence of protein. The asymmetric nature of the phase diagram as a function of coil fraction is also common among the three bioconjugates. Regardless of coil fraction, bioconjugates always form ordered phases in the order lamellar, perforated lamellar or cubic, and hexagonal as concentration or temperature are increased.
